
CORRESPONDENCE 

shows a typical  spectrum  analyzer  picture of a 7.5 MHz  beat fre- 
quency similar to  that of Fig. 1. However, the frequency dispersion 
has been  narrowed to 30 kHz/cm  and  the IF bandwidth to  1 kHz. 
The combination of a 1 second exposure time  and  the 3 x 10-3 
second/cm  sweep rate of Fig. 2(a) allowed the  integration of ap- 
proximately 33 consecutive traces  on  the  photograph.  Thus Fig. 2(a) 
indicated  an  approximately 20 kHz wide envelope for the combined 
frequency  drift  and  jitter  contributed  by  both lasers. For  an exposure 
time of 3 X lo-* second, an  approximately 9 kHz envelope width 
was typical. Single-scan pictures a t  3 X 10-3 second/cm sweep rates 
seldom yielded anything different from the frequency  spike  caused 
by a Hewlett-Packard 608 generator which is  shown in  Fig.  2(b). 
At  this point, it should be emphasized that  the effective resolution 
of a spectrum  analyzer is not necessarily given by  the IF band- 
width B, but  rather  by  the combination of B (in  hertz), sweep time 
2‘ (in seconds), and dispersion A j  (in hertz).  For  most conventional 
spectrum analyzers with a Gaussian IF response, the effective resolu- 
tion R may  be shown to be 
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R = B[l + 0.195($$)2’] . 
1/2 

Thus,  in  spite of a 1 kHz IF bandwidth,  the effective resolution  was 
approximately 4.5 kHz for Fig. 2(a)  and  (b),  both of which were 
photographed  with  identical analyzer and camera  settings. 

The  stability  thus  far observed is considered poor because of 
relatively bad  environmental conditions. On one occasion at least, 
the  beat frequency fluctuation  stayed well within  the  approximately 
500 H z  resolution limit of a Panoramic  spectrum analyzer for several 
seconds and  the slow drift  did  not exceed a few kilohertz on a 1 
kHz/cm display for several  minutes. This  observation shows that  the 
conservative but more typical  stability figures given previously can 
be improved with proper care  and  equipment. 

The  measurements described here  are considered only preliminary 
in  order  to  test some of the design features of the lasers and  to facili- 
tate  the choice among  the different approaches  pertaining  to more 
refined frequency stability measurements as  partially outlined by 
Siegman et a1.131 and  in  the PROCEEDIXQS OF THE IEEE.[lI We hope 
that  future  experiments  with  improved lasers and experimental 
setup will result  in  better  stability figures. 
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Threshold of Phase-Locked Parametric Oscillators 
In a recent correspondence,’ the  author considered the threshold 

for  a multimode  parametric  system consisting of a set of idler  modes 
with  the  same c /2L  frequency spacing as  the laser pump source, all 
coupled through a  nonlinear element  to a single signal  mode. It was 
shown that  the threshold for such a system is determined  by  the 
total  average  pump power, and  that   the distribution  and  phasing 
of this  pump power among the various pump modes is irrelevant 
to  threshold. 

As a result of the  high  peak powers which are now available  from 
phase-locked laser~,~-4  it  is of interest  to consider a parametric 
system whose threshold is determined  by  the  peak  as opposed to 
the  average power of the laser  pulse train.  We show below that such 
a system is  simply that of a n  idler and signal cavity which each  has 
a c / d L  frequency  spacing  equal to that of the phase-locked pumping 
laser. No time-varying or phase-locking elements  are necessary in 
either  the signal or idler  cavities.  Before proceeding, we note  that 
other  authors  have considered the use of phase-locked pulses to 
enhance nonlinear optical processes such  as harmonic generation.6 

The  equations which determine  threshold of the foregoing system 
may  be shown to  be  as follows: 

= -cy,EsC + V , K  x EptEi( t -a)  dt t 

aq = -aiEiq + V , K  EptEs(t-a) 
dt t 

where E,,, EiP, and E,, are  the  amplitudes of the q signal, idler, 
and  pump modes, respectively; as is  the single-pass power loss of all 
the signal modes, and ai is the single-pass power loss of all  idler 
modes. v a  and vi are  the  mean frequencies of the signal and  idler 
modes, and K is the  parametric coupling constant.  The  above  equa- 
tions  have assumed a set of pump modes  which have zero relative 
phase angles, such  that  they synthesize  a  pulse train  in  the  time 
domain  having a peak power of [x, E,,I2. It is also assumed that  the 
ii matching condition is exactly satisfied by  all  interacting modes, 
and  that therefore relative  parametric phases adjust  to  the  optimum 
value. 

To find the  threshold  for  this  system, we set  time  derivatives 
equal to zero, and  thus  have 

Substituting  (2b)  into  (2a) we have 

We now sum  both sides of (3) over p and  note  that 
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(all s u m  are  from - m to + a). We then  obtain 
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Ol- (4) 

which  is the desired  result. We  thus  have  found  that  it is peak  rather 
than  average  pump power which  determines threshold for this  type 
of parametric  system. Physically, the  picture is that  of parametric 
signal and idler pulses which  build up  with  relative mode  phases such 
that  they pass through t,he nonlinear element synchronously with  the 
pulses of the  pumping laser. 
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A Note on “Excitation Cross Section of Some of the  States 
of NeII, ArII, KrII by Electron Collision” 

In   the  above paper,’ excitation cross sections were calculated using 
the  sudden  perturbation approximation. There  it was assumed that 
the  ground  state  after losing an electron  was either 100 percent 
in  a zPa/2 state or else 100 percent  in a 2 P ~ / ~  state. However, it  may 
be possible to  approximately  determine  in  what  J-value  state  the 
resulting ion will be  left  after losing an electron, if we change the 
order of coupling of the  ground-state  atom  from LS to J J  coupling 
before the loss of the electron by collision; i.e., 
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where the  atomic ground state fi = ILXJM) has first  been  expressed 
in  terms of its  parent  states  and  the order of coupling has been 
changed. The  summation is  overall possible 16 core states $ = @& 
and  all possible j and j values  where = L + 8. The  quantities 
( fi { I  $) are  the coefficients of fractional  parentage% which for the Pa 
configuration of the noble gas atoms is equal  to  one since there is 
only one possible state $ = IzP). The  quantity in  curly brackets is 
the usual 9-j symbol3 and  the  notation [x] = 21: f 1. 

The  probability  that  the  atom will be  left  in  any j value  state 
after  the loss of any one of its core electrons will be CY$, where 

[E I L] 

For noble gas  atoms, J is either l / 2  or 3/2,  L = X = J = 0, 
= 1, and 8 = s = 1/2. It is seen after  carrying  out  the algebra 

that  

a3/2 = 2/3  and = 1/3. 

From  this calculation, i t  is  seen that  the probability of production 
of states  with  total J = 3/2 is favored two  to one as compared to 
states  with J = 1/2. 
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